Questions for Thought and Discussion

- Have there been any recent news stories that have defined the Gothic or Goths in contemporary society and politics?
- Do you think that the Gothic tribes really presented an alternative to the classical world and its values, or were they simply barbarians who destroyed civilization?
- We all know about Henry VIII, but how important is the Reformation in understanding the Gothic?
- The Gothic used to be political and associated with Protestantism, parliamentarianism, and progress. Do any elements of this Gothicism survive in politics today?
- What is the connection between the Gothic and the Middle Ages?
- What Gothic Revival (i.e. nineteenth-century) buildings do you know? Do these buildings evoke feelings or inspire values today?
- Gothic novels and films are supposed to be able to explore social taboos and trauma: what sort of taboos and traumas?
- Why are so many Gothic novels and films characterized by the ‘undead’? What does this suggest about contemporary attitudes to death and dying?
- What recent novels or films could be characterized as Gothic and why? Are they really ‘mock Gothic’ or do they avoid irony despite using well-worn clichés?
- Is Gothic a particularly English style? How does American Gothic differ from English (or British) Gothic?
- Is horror essentially different from the Gothic in fiction and film?
- Vampires are everywhere today – what is their attraction? (And would you like to be one…?)
- Does the Gothic have any future as a style, or in films or novels, or has it been exhausted?
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